
Techniques to Alter Pages in “This N That” Squash Book-Style Journals 

Fun techniques for making your squash book your own: 

 Create multiple page tabs from all different patterns and types of paper to stick out the sides 

and top of your album 

 Sew directly on the page with a sewing machine. Stitch frames, borders, circles, etc. 

 Punch a series of holes down the length of on page edge and “stitch” using ribbon. 

 Use the Big Shot to create die-cut frames or envelopes from fun materials like newspaper, your 

favorite magazine covers, balsa wood, aluminum foil, etc.  

 Blanket-stitch with a paper piercer and embroidery thread or baker’s twine along one edge 

 Use different border punches down some of the page edges. 

 Tear a strip off the page edge. Add the torn strip to another page for accent color.  

 Corner punch some random page edges. 

 Create large memorabilia pockets by tearing or removing the top half of one page and gluing it 

down to the page behind it.  

 Spritz a page with water and crinkle it up. Smooth out and allow to dry.  

 Add your own pages of acetate, wallpaper, fabric-covered cardstock—whatever you want to 

include. You can remove some of the pre-designed pages to make space for the ones you add in.  

 Punch out “windows” into the next page. Use the punched pieces as tabs elsewhere in the book. 

 Fold a page in half and create a long, tall pocket. Or punch window frames into one half. 

 Circle Sliders—two large circle punches connected with a brad. Glue the bottom one flat to the 

page and make a little tab of washi tape for the top one so they know to slide the circle up to 

read what is written or see the photograph underneath.  

 Paper Cascade: three or four equally sized pieces of paper or cardstock, adhered with washi 

tape and each piece layered overlapping the previous one.   

 Bleach stamp on one page (make sure to use precautions and allow to “out-gas” before use). 

 Stamp your footprint or handprint on one page 

 Ask a friend or your spouse to write some nice things about you on a page.  

 Invite your child to draw a picture or write a poem on one page.  

 Put on a lot of lipstick and kiss a page : )  

 Tie a wide variety of all different ribbons down the coiled spine of the journal.  

 Hang a special charm from a single ribbon tied to the coiled spine of the book. 

 Spritz one page (not all of them!) with your signature perfume or body spray.  

 Paint the covers. Use Shimmer Paint or add glitter in the paint. Go nuts!  

 Stamps are awesome for squash books. Combine several words or phrases into “subway art” or 

use as accents or in place of journaling.  

 Use up little random embellishments and bits of ribbon you have lying around, but go ahead and 

use your “good stuff,” too.  

 Smash books are the perfect place to try out new techniques. If it doesn’t turn out, do 

something different, glue something over it, or even just tear out the page entirely! 


